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Abstract
Component-based applications require runtime support to be able to guarantee non-functional properties. This report proposes an architecture for a real-time-capable, component-based runtime environment, which allows to separate non-functional and functional concerns in component-based software
development. The architecture is presented with particular focus on three key issues: the conceptual architecture, an approach including implementation issues for splitting the runtime environment into a
real-time-capable and a real-time-incapable part, and details of contract negotiation. The latter includes
selecting component implementations for instantiantion based on their non-functional properties.
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1 Introduction

behind our decision for a split architecture that
handles both aspects separately.

Considering non-functional properties of a
system, such as Quality of Service (QoS) or security aspects, is crucial for reliable software
systems. Apart from explicit specification at
design time, this also includes implicit consideration at implementation level and adequate runtime support. In this report we introduce the C OMQUAD container architecture,
which provides a runtime environment for
QoS-capable, component-based software applications.

The remainder of this report is organized as
follows: Section 2 provides a high-level view
on our container architecture and the underlying component model [11]. The reasons for
the real-time–non-real-time split are explained
afterwards. Section 3 describes the implementation of this split architecture, the necessary communication primitives between both
parts, and the details of contract negotiation
necessary to guarantee a requested QoS for
servicing client requests. Finally, we give an
Component models like Sun’s Enterprise Jav- overview of related work and conclude with
an outlook.
aBeans (EJB) [4] or the OMG’s CORBA Component Model (CCM) [27] are typically implemented by application servers containing all
necessary infrastructural services of the com- 2 Approach
ponent runtime environment. The term container is often used to refer only to the immedi- In this section we first give an overview of
ate execution shell of component instances— the conceptual elements of our architecture befor instance, in [7]. In contrast, our notion of fore explaining in more detail our approach
a container comprises all major parts of com- of splitting the runtime environment into two
ponent management, as we will explain in parts: a real-time and a non-real-time part.
Sect. 2.
One of the key benefits of component-oriented
application servers is that new applications
can be assembled from existing, commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) components in a plugand-play fashion. The internal architecture of
such component-based software applications
is usually captured by descriptive means of
architecture description languages (ADL, [25]).
We use assembly descriptors as a part of our
C OMQUAD component model [11] for this purpose.

2.1 Conceptual Architecture

For brevity, we will use the terms real-time
(RT) and non-real-time (NRT) in the context of
this report. RT refers to QoS-capable parts that
can guarantee certain non-functional properties of their service, whereas the latter term
(NRT) shall be used for QoS-incapable parts
providing best-effort services only.

Our components are black-box elements,
which implement business logic and cooperate with other components to solve an application requirement. The component concept
is based on Szyperski’s definition [38]. Components exist in a runtime environment—the
container—which hides the system logic and
details of the underlying platform. One of
the main features of our component model
is that—corresponding to ideas presented by
Cheesman and Daniels [2]—more than one
implementation can be provided for one functional specification. This allows to provide
the same functionality with different nonfunctional properties, and thus serves to separate functional and non-functional concerns.

We argue that the separation of missioncritical real-time code on one hand and lower
priority non-real-time code on the other hand
is natural for many applications where QoS is
an issue. This realization was the driving force

To support non-functional properties, it is essential to extend the container by a resource
management providing services for admission and reservation of system resources, such
as CPU time or memory. Figure 1 gives
4

our component net templates leave implementation selection to the container. This is done
by defining only how instances of certain functional component specifications are to be connected without referencing any implementations. Thus, the container can select the appropriate implementations for these component
specifications based on their non-functional
properties.

Component Manager
Implementation Manager
Contract Manager
Instance of
Comp. Impl. 1

Communication
Proxy

Instance of
Comp. Impl. 2

QoS
Repository

Resource Proxy

Resource Manager

Figure 1: Conceptual C OMQUAD container arOnce the contract manager has selected implechitecture [5]
mentations and created component instances,
it uses communication proxies to connect
these instances according to the specification,
an overview of our architecture consisting and resource proxies to manage the component instances’ usage of the reserved reof two layers: component manager and resources. It is important to realize that these
source manager. The component manager itproxies are primarily conceptual in nature.
self consists of three subsystems: implemenThey serve to represent various mechanisms
tation manager, QoS repository, and contract
in the conceptual architecture, but are not
manager. The implementation manager supnecessarily
present as actual elements of the
ports the lifecycle of component implementarunning
container.
We usually implement
tions and the QoS repository stores the nonfunctional specification of each component communication proxies either implicitly by
implementation. We have developed CQML + directly exchanging references between in[33] as our specification language for non- stances or explicitly by placing a chain of interceptors [35] between the instances. Resource
functional properties.
proxies are very often implemented implicitly
The key part of the container is the con- only, such that the resource management layer
tract manager, which instantiates and con- itself does all the work.
nects the components required to service each
client request. In order to select the cor- A special case of inter-component communirect components and component implemen- cation is stream-based communication. This
tations, the contract manager uses the func- kind of communication frequently has associated non-functional requirements, the classic
tional and non-functional component speciexample being a Video-on-Demand (VoD) serfications provided in XML-based descriptors
vice. We have enhanced the component model
[11]. The non-functional descriptors essento
allow specification of stream-based commutially contain CQML+ specifications for each
component implementation. The key informa- nication between components. At runtime,
tion in the functional descriptors is contained such communication is implemented by a
in component net templates, which describe the container-provided buffer component, which
component assemblies forming an applica- uses normal request-response–based commution. The term component assembly refers to nication to exchange data packets with the
component instances whose used and pro- participating components. More details can be
vided ports have been connected to form a found in [11].
network of cooperating instances handling a
request. Note that, although the component
and Non-Real-Time
net templates are very similar in purpose to 2.2 Real-Time
Parts
classic ADLs [25] there is one major difference: Classic ADLs describe connections between components at the level of instances of In the previous section we described the conspecific component implementations whereas ceptual architecture of our component run5

time environment. Typically, applications that
Component Manager
give guarantees on non-functional properties
Implementation Manager
are split into two parts: (i) a small part of code
Contract Manager
QoS
Communication
that performs the actions for which guaranRepository
Proxy
tees of non-functional properties are essential
NRT–NRT
and (ii) a usually much larger part for which
NRT Æ RT
non-functional guarantees are not important.
NRT Å RT
non-real-time
real-time
RT–RT
Again, a VoD application is a typical example.
Resource Proxy
Only the actual delivery of the movies needs
to provide guarantees of non-functional propResource Management Subsystem
erties. The much larger part of the application
RT: real-time; NRT: non-real-time
dealing with management of customers and
movies, selection of, and payment for, movies
by customers, advertisement, bonus actions, Figure 2: Detailed C OMQUAD container archietc. is typically not so critical in terms of its tecture
non-functional properties.
Instance of
Comp. Impl. 1

This distinction can be applied to the architecture of a component runtime environment.
Figure 2 shows an extension of the conceptual
architecture with the parts that need to give
guarantees (real-time) and the parts that do
not (non-real-time) clearly separated. Most of
the work is done in the non-real-time part of
the component environment. It manages the
available component implementations and application specifications, handles requests for
creation of component networks, negotiates
contracts between components, and maintains
a model of the instantiated components and
the networks formed by them. The real-time
part is essentially restricted to actually instantiating components, reserving resources, and
executing the instantiated components in response to user requests.

Instance of
Comp. Impl. 2

four different types of communication, either
in one of the container parts or between them,
we need four different specializations of communication proxies. It is important to understand the differences between these communication proxies. Namely, the proxy for communicating from the real-time part to the nonreal-time part needs to provide asynchronous
communication whereas all other proxies only
have to provide synchronous communication.

3

Implementation

3.1 Split Architecture

Based on our experience with the development of D ROPS (Dresden Real-time OPerating
System) [16], we conclude that real-time capabilities are often not necessary for large applications, but just for small parts of them. In
D ROPS we have small real-time capable server
processes for dedicated tasks—for example, a
window manager [6], a SCSI disk driver [32],
and network drivers [1, 3, 24]. These servers
run directly on our real-time capable microkernel (Fiasco, [19]). Complex legacy software
without real-time requirements runs concurrently on a large off-the-shelf Linux server
The most noteworthy consequence of this split (L4 Linux, [18]), which gives us a fairly large
in the architecture can be seen in the commu- code base.
nication proxies. Because now there can occur
Consequently, we designed our component

This concept is closer to the reality of applications with non-functional properties than the
approach of monolithic real-time applications.
Additionally, it also allows us to make use
of advanced component technology (namely
JBoss [7]) on the non-real-time side while still
being able to make full use of the real-time and
resource-reservation features of the underlying platform on the real-time side. Thus, we
can leverage the best of both worlds and move
towards a running prototype very efficiently.

6

container as a split architecture where we
have a large non-real-time container, which is
based on JBoss [7], and a small real-time container, which runs directly on D ROPS . Thus,
we could both simplify the development by
reusing existing software and minimize the
amount of real-time–capable program code.

container reserve their required resources with
the respective resource managers. D ROPS resource managers as described in [17] are organized in a resource reservation systems, which
is governed by a QoS manager. The QoS manager accepts the reservation requests of the
container and tries to place the reservation
with the respective resource managers. If all
requested resources can be reserved, it replies
to the container with a message containing
handles to the reservations. These handles
are later used to access the reserved resources.
To be able to manage different kinds of resources, the resource managers implement a
generic admission interface, which is used by
the QoS manager to make reservation. In
case a reservation is violated—for instance, because a higher priority reservation has been
made—the container is notified via its notification interface. The container then initiates the
adaptation of all components using the considered resource.

The split architecture also motivates the introduction and support of both QoS-capable
and QoS-incapable components. This allows
developers to divide applications into a realtime and a non-real-time part as well. Currently, NRT components must be developed
with Java and RT components with C/C++, respectively. In the future we plan to loosen this
restriction.
For the NRT container we use the infrastructure of a stripped down JBoss container and
add support for the new C OMQUAD component model [11] together with necessary services, such as contract negotiation, administration, as well as implementation and component management. The NRT container exclusively handles the deployment of component archives including integrity checks and
the initialization phase of components. Whenever a client wants to create a component instance, the NRT container receives and processes the required create call of the component’s home interface. It also starts the contract negotiation phase (cf. Sect. 3.4) and sends
control commands to the RT container. Afterwards, the client directly talks to the RT container.

In real-time environments we have to differentiate between active and passive components.
A passive component is only executed when
a user request arrives or another component
calls its methods. In contrast, an active component is processing data in its own thread
of control, that is, without an explicit user request. An example is a video decoder that
decodes a frame every 40 ms without another
component calling the decode method. To be
able to use such an active component, the container must be able to reserve periodic execution time for this component. The component
has to interact with the execution infrastructure to be invoked whenever its execution time
starts. This could, for instance, be done by explicitly waiting for the beginning of the next
period.

For the RT container we have identified a minimal set of necessary services. It contains a
simple instance repository, communication infrastructure (cf. Sect. 3.2), resource managers,
and a small framework for components, consisting of interfaces and base classes for component instances, and helper functions.

3.2 Communication between RT and
NRT Container Parts

When communicating with real-time–aware
cients, the RT container acts as a proxy for
the NRT container with respect to its management functionality for connecting component instances, intercepting communication,
and starting and stopping components. The
real-time component instances have the RT

To maximize software reuse and to create a
really small and fast RT container, we tried
to find a minimal set of functionality the RT
container has to support in order to be manageable by the NRT container. Most of these
7
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Initializing
setParameter/
connect
init
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Fortunately, it is not necessary to implement
all of these functions with RT guarantees.
We focus on RT communication between connected components, not the establishing of
communication structures and setup in RT.
Thus, only the callMethod operation must
be carried out in RT. Other services, such as
instance creation, resource reservation, and
connecting instances do not have RT requirements.

setParameter/
connect

Ready
stop
callMethod

Figure 3: Life cycle of a C OMQUAD component

3.3 Communication between RT and
NRT Components
functions also correspond to state transitions

in the life cycle of a C OMQUAD component as
The architecture split described in Sect. 3.1 imdepicted in Fig. 3.
plies two types of components: real-time and
non-real-time. As a consequence, four constelcreate/destroy. The RT container must be able lations of communication can occur:
to create new and remove existing component instances.
Non-real-time to non-real-time. In this constellation a NRT component in the NRT
init. Components must be initialized before
component
container invokes another
they can be started.
NRT component. This communication
uses the infrastructure provided by the
stop. This functions stops the request delivery
JBoss-based
container only.
to a component. Buffered requests will
still be processed, but no new requests
Non-real-time to real-time. The details for
will be accepted.
this communication are depicted in Fig. 4.
A NRT component invokes a RT compoconnect. The container must be capable of
nent in the RT container. The communicaconnecting component interfaces with
tion
crosses container boundaries. Thereother instances.
fore, we use a dynamic proxy to intercept
setParameter. The container must be able to
and delegate the message to a specialized
set components’ properties. This method
invocation handler. The message is transis meant to be used for modifying configferred through a generated bridge, which
uration parameters upon initialization.
marshals the message into an octet stream
and transfers it to the RT container usreserveResources. The container must be able
ing native microkernel IPC mechanisms.
to make resource reservations on behalf of
In the RT container a generated demulcomponents.
tiplexing container skeleton delivers the
message to the addressed interface skelecallMethod. The container must be able to
ton, which itself unmarshals the message
forward calls to arbitrary component
from the octet stream. On the RT side we
methods. We discuss the communication
do not use a Dynamic Invocation Interdetails of this function in Sect. 3.3.
face but generated code instead, which is
larger but faster [12, 14, 15].
install/uninstall Specification/Implementation.
The container must be able to accept and
remove component specifications and
implementations.

Communication with RT components requires a reservation and the invoking
component’s communication pattern has
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Asynchronous communication requires message buffers. A very simple solution for this
method call
approach is depicted in Fig. 5, with the buffer
dyn. Proxy
choose specific
located in the NRT container. It is noteworinvocation handler
thy that it is basically impossible to commuchoose specific.
Marshalling
Invocation
nicate from the RT side to the NRT side withinterface skeleton
Handler
out the possibility of message loss. The thorunmarshalling
Container
Container
ough discussion of this communication conSkeleton
Stub
method call
stellation is subject of another publication [30],
Object-ID,
IPC
Octet Stream
Interface
where we propose a generic buffer compoSkeleton
JNI-Bridge
nent, which is responsible for managing reOctet Stream
quests sent from RT components to NRT comFigure 4: NRT to RT component communica- ponents. This component handles buffer retion
placement strategies and request delivery on
behalf of the sender. Using this generic buffer
Drops
L4Linux
component it is possible to transparently conJava
C (JNI)
nect RT and NRT components.
create new thread for
L4Linux

Java

Drops

C (JNI)

message receiving
msg. receiver
thread
wait for message

3.4 Component Contract Negotiation

JNI
IPC-Wait
real-time
component

The negotiation of component–component as
well as component–platform contracts [41] in
the contract manager is crucial for supporting
insert message,
non-real-time
wakeup sleeping
component
non-functional properties in our architecture.
Negotiation is responsible to find valid component implementations for component nets
Figure 5: RT to NRT component communicafulfilling the required properties of a particution
lar client.
non-real-time
component

msg. buffer

+
to conform with the reservation. Non- We use the terminology of CQML [33] for
conforming communication can be de- contract negotiation, meaning that a contract
as well as QoS requirements and offers conlayed or dropped by the RT container.
sist of a set of quality statements. Each quality
Real-time to real-time. Communication be- statement formulates a Boolean expression ustween RT components does not cross ing quality characteristics. Finally, quality charcontainer boundaries and can be sched- acteristics represent the current value of some
uled entirely by the RT container, because system state—for example, response time.
their specification contains information
According to Cheesman and Daniels [2], a
about the load generated.
(functional) component specification supports
Real-time to non-real-time. There are cases a non-empty set of interfaces and it can be realwhen RT components use complex ser- ized by a number of implementations. In turn,
vices provided by NRT components. we require each QoS-aware component impleHowever, synchronous communication is mentation to provide at least one QoS profile. It
not suitable in this case, because it could represents a particular operating range of the
delay the RT components for an un- implementation and consists of offered and rebounded amount of time. The alternative quired quality statements as well as the reof asynchronous communication will be source demand. All this information spawns
a search space from which a component imdiscussed in detail below.
plementation and profile must be selected by
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the contract negotiation algorithm.

the contract negotiation algorithm. We first
present a naı̈ve approach together with a disContract negotiation is initiated when a client
cussion of its problems. Later we investigate
wants to create a specified component inoptimization strategies to overcome the idenstance via the home interface of this compotified challenges.
nent. The client transmits QoS requirements
together with the create request to the con- First, a list of available implementations is
tainer. The actual contract negotiation is then created together with their QoS profiles for
performed in three steps within the NRT part each component specification of the compoof the container:
nent net. Next, a particular implementation
and profile are chosen for each component of
1. Component net computation: A request is the net from the previously created list. We
typically not handled by a single com- call such a selection a component net configuraponent, but by a network of cooperating tion. Then, the required and provided quality
components. In this step, the contract statements for each connection in the compomanager recursively derives a representa- nent net are compared in order to find valid
tion of this component net from the ap- contracts. Iff (if and only if) a valid contract
plication assembly. The component net can be obtained for all connections in the comrepresentation exists entirely at the level ponent net configuration, the current compoof (functional) component specifications, nent net configuration represents a possible
no implementations have been selected so solution for the client request. In this case the
far. Because it uses functional information resource reservation step can be executed. If
only, the result can already be determined reservation fails, another iteration is started
and the next possible configuration is chosen.
at component deployment time.
2. Component implementation and profile selection: Based on the initial QoS requirement of the client, only component implementations and profiles are selected that
mutually fulfill the required and offered
quality statements for each connection in
the component net.

Figure 6: Contract negotiation in component
nets
3. Resource reservation: The contract manager
transmits the resource demand of the concrete component net found in the previ- Figure 6 depicts a simple example scenario
ous step to the resource manager. The where a client creates a component net conresource manager can either successfully sisting of two components. Each of the two
reserve the required resources or report connected component specifications A and B
an error in case of insufficient system re- has two available implementations. Dependsources. In the latter case the contract ing on the client’s QoS requirements, the conmanager must return to the previous step tract manager has to select one out of nine posand try to find another solution with a sible configurations (see Tab. 1). The example
smaller footprint. If the resource reserva- is deliberately kept simple to allow a concise
tion has been completed successfully, the illustration of our different approaches.
contract manager returns a reference to Table 1 shows all possible configurations tothe requested component instance to the gether with a short explanation whether they
client.
are valid. The first configuration selects imple-

mentation 1 with profile 1 for Spec A and imThe component implementation and profile plementation 1 with profile 1 for Spec B (abbr.
selection step is the most important part of A.1.1 resp. B.1.1). The configurations 2–9 are
10

component net configuration even if that
configuration required more resources.
In fact, resource demand is completely
ignored during the contract negotiation
phase.

Table 1: Possible component net configurations for the example in Fig. 6
No.

Configuration

Contract negotiation result

1

A.1.1 – B.1.1

Provided QoS of A.1.1 < required QoS of client

2

A.1.1 – B.2.1

Provided QoS of A.1.1 < required QoS of client
provided QoS of impl B.2 is not compatible with impl. A.1

3

A.1.1 – B.2.2

Provided QoS of A.1.1 < required QoS of client
provided QoS of impl B.2 is not compatible with impl. A.1

4

A.1.2 – B.1.1

Provided QoS of A.1.2 < required QoS of client

Finds any solution, but not the best.
Although the algorithm is guaran5
A.1.2 – B.2.1
Provided QoS of A.1.2 < required QoS of client
provided QoS of impl B.2 is not compatible with impl. A.1
teed to find a possible solution if any
6
A.1.2 – B.2.2
Provided QoS of A.1.2 < required QoS of client
exists, it does not necessarily find the
provided QoS of impl B.2 is not compatible with impl. A.1
7
A.2.1 – B.1.1
Valid configuration
best solution. This means that it may not
8
A.2.1 – B.2.1
Negotiation ok, but insufficient resources
provide
the best QoS possible for the
9
A.2.1 – B.2.2
Valid configuration
currently available system resources. Of
course, it would be possible to always
created accordingly.
look for all solutions and then pick the
best one out of them. But this would
The naı̈ve contract negotiation approach apeven
increase complexity, rendering it
plied to the example successively verifies the
impracticable for large-scale applications.
component net configurations—for example,
in the order depicted in Tab. 1. The two
component connections (Client to Spec A and To reduce complexity, we need to find stop
Spec A to Spec B) are tested for each configu- criteria for the implementation and profile
ration to find valid contracts but the order of search. We also need to ensure that the best
these connection comparisons is chosen ran- possible solution is selected instead of an arbidomly. An invalid contract for one connec- trary one. Currently, we do not have a compretion stops the test and the algorithm continues hensive strategy to solve these challenges, but
with the next configuration. Finally, configu- we have a couple of independent approaches
ration 7 is found to be valid and the resources that, combined, lead to a good heuristic.
are reserved successfully. This is a stop criteria
As a first approach, we try to minimize the
and the remaining configurations 8 and 9 are
search space by selectively removing QoS
not tested anymore.
profiles or even component implementations
Unfortunately, this algorithm has several from the list of available profiles for a particular component specification. This can be
drawbacks:
done if a profile does not match any profile
of
the partner component—for example, if it
Complexity. To illustrate the complexity conuses
quality characteristics that no other prosider the following example: A component net with only four components and file provides. The complexity of this step detwo available implementations for each pends linearly on the number of profiles.
component with two profiles each already
results in 44 = 256 different configurations that need to be searched. Obviously,
we need to limit the search space to avoid
this combinatorial explosion.

Negotiation and Reservation are unrelated.
The negotiation of contracts between
components in a component net is performed independently from the ensuing
resource reservation. This is only a problem if resource reservation fails. In this
case, the next iteration may find any other

Applied to our example, we can take out configurations 2, 3, 5, and 6 because the profiles of
implementation B.2 are not compatible with
the implementation A.1.
The second approach optimizes the negotiation between two components as well as between components and clients. All available
profiles for a particular component specification are ordered by descending quality. Given
a quality requirement, profiles’ offers are now
checked in this order. The comparison can
be stopped as soon as the current profile’s of-
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fer does not fulfill the requirement. Because
the profiles have been ordered by their quality, none of the remaining profiles can fulfill
the requirements. A lot of unneeded comparison steps are avoided this way. To order
the profiles, we combine two different orderings: (i) The order of the profiles for one implementation is given in this implementation’s
non-functional specification (using CQML + ’s
precedence-clause). (ii) Profiles of different
implementations are ordered using the quality semantics from the definition of the constrained characteristics, extended by a clientdefined precedence rule for resolving conflicts. We are currently investigating how conflicts between these two order relationships
can be resolved best when merging them.
In our example, profile A.1.1 does not fulfill
the client’s QoS requirements. Thus, if the profiles for one particular implementation are ordered by descending quality, profile A.1.2 cannot fulfill the requirements either, because it
offers even less QoS than profile A.1.1. Consequently, configurations 1–6 can be removed
from the search space.
To extend this approach to complete component nets, we need to define an order in
which the contract manager negotiates bilateral component–component contracts. Based
on their connections, we can define a partial order on component specifications in component nets as follows: A component C 1 is
“smaller than” a component C2 iff C1 directly
or indirectly uses C2 . Two components are
incomparable iff they have no direct or indirect usage relationship. By this order relation the client (or the component directly
used by the client, respectively) is always the
minimal component. We can now use standard algorithms for sequencing partially ordered sets to determine a total order in which
contracts are negotiated. If the bilateral contract negotiations are performed in this order, potential conflicts can be detected early
and many—then unnecessary—comparisons
can be skipped.

(Client < Spec A and Spec A < Spec B) leading to the total order (Client < Spec A <
Spec B). Bilateral contracts are negotiated
in this order—first, the connection between
Client and Spec A and afterwards between
Spec A and Spec B. The negotiation of contracts between Client and Spec A fails for the
configurations 1–6 because Spec A cannot fulfill the required QoS of the client. Since this
connection is negotiated first according to the
determined order relation, the second component connection between Spec A and Spec B
does not need to be compared. Several unnecessary negotiations are avoided this way.
The third approach deals with the problem
that contract negotiation and resource reservation are unrelated. This issue is more difficult to tackle. Currently, the resource reservation returns only a simple Boolean response.
We believe a more detailed response would be
more appropriate in case of reservation failure.
This information could then be used to find
another configuration for the component net,
requiring less resources.
We are currently working on these issues, investigating the various options for optimization of the contract negotiation algorithm in
more detail.

4

Related Work

The OMG’s CORBA Component Model
(CCM) [27] forms the basis for many functional concepts of our component model, but
it does not address special problems related
to non-functional properties—for instance,
dynamic selection of implementations at
runtime. Just like Sun’s Enterprise JavaBeans
(EJB) component model [4], CCM supports
only a limited, fixed set of non-functional
aspects like persistence, access control,
transactions, etc.

A fundamental building block of our component container implementation is formed
The two component connections in our ex- by the extensible JBoss application server [7].
ample (cf. Fig. 6) define two order relations It features a slightly different variant of Interceptors as described in Schmidt’s Pattern12

oriented Software Architecture [35]. This variant is the foundation for the resource and communication proxies in our component platform architecture. We have already shown
in previous publications how this concept can
be exploited to support arbitrary middleware
functionality in such component platforms
[29, 9].

ing. However, resource reservation is not addressed by this specification, which would
prevent an implementation of our concepts on
top of this platform. The reference implementation of Real-Time Java is based on TimeSys
Linux [39], which ensures dependability of
real-time applications by running critical sections in kernel mode. In contrast, our platform
D ROPS [16] follows the philosophy of running
The project QuA [37, 36] aims at precisely
as much code as possible in user mode, thus
defining an abstract component architecture,
increasing system stability and safety.
including the semantics for general QoS specifications.
The proof of concept is pro- Requirements for real-time extensions for Java
vided by implementing an open framework were defined in the NIST report [26]. The
for platform-managed QoS. There are some NIST group proposes partitioning the execudifferences to our approach: First of all, we tion environment into a real-time core providdo not only consider QoS in terms of timeli- ing the basic real-time functionality and a traness and accuracy of output but also with re- ditional JVM, which services normal Java apspect to other non-functional properties such plications. Based on these requirements, the
as security aspects. While the abstract QuA ar- J Consortium defined the Real-Time Core Exchitecture could theoretically be implemented tensions for Java (RTCE) [21], which follow the
on top of any real-time-capable combination idea of a separate core for real-time services.
of operating system and middleware, our ap- In contrast, in RTSJ all services are provided in
proach is closely tied to D ROPS [16]. This al- one JVM, as such containing the real-time and
lows us to fully leverage the virtues of this the non-real-time applications. The architecplatform—for instance, its clean microkernel tural RTCE approach is similar to the design
architecture.
of D ROPS, in that both run large and complex
parts in a classic non-real-time environment
CIAO [40, 13], another related project, builds
and only small, predictable parts in a real-time
a QoS-enabled CCM implementation on top
environment.
of TAO [34]. The project’s philosophy is a
strong adherence to existing OMG specifica- The 2K Operating System [22] implements a
tions such as RT/CORBA [28] and CCM, and resource management system targeted at disthe extension of those. In contrast, we decided tributed applications. It focuses on load balto focus on the challenges of supporting non- ancing through global knowledge about refunctional properties. Hence, we have tried source utilization on local nodes [23]. All loto keep the functional part of our component cal resources are monitored by a local resource
model as lean as possible while still adopt- manager (LRM), which is also responsible for
ing tried and tested concepts. The consider- admission, resource negotiation, reservation,
able overhead of implementing or extending and scheduling of jobs. Resources are dea fully compliant CCM infrastructure would scribed using a name-value pair: The name
have been counterproductive to a prompt re- identifies the resource, the value contains a
alization of our main targets.
description of the resource properties. One
reservation can contain several resource deThe Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ)
scriptions for different resources. In contrast,
[31] introduces the concepts of timeliness,
C OMQUAD uses heterogenous resource manschedulability, and real-time synchronization
agers and a generic description for resources
to Java-based applications. One of the biggest
and reservation interfaces.
challenges in this connection is to prevent the
garbage collector of Java’s memory management to interfere with real-time task schedul13

5 Conclusions and Outlook

properties [8], where user-defined weighing of
different non-functional measures (e.g., confiOur report proposed an architecture for a real- dentiality vs. throughput) becomes an importime-capable, component-based runtime en- tant issue. This aspect forms an integral part
vironment, building on concepts for separat- of our contract negotiation scheme.
ing non-functional and functional concerns in
component-based system development [11].
We furthermore introduced a prototypical im- Acknowledgements
plementation of this architecture, and explained various special issues thereof.
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of our C OMQUAD component container into
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guarantees by enforcing resource reservations,
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implementations to be instantiated for application assembly at runtime.
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